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INTRODUCTION
Thank you for purchasing AMPLIFIRE-BOX MKII, a world-class amp tone and
effects pedal/processor. A powerful and portable device, it is small enough to fit in
a gig bag yet potent enough to please even the most discriminating tube amp and
effects aficionados.
We designed AMPLIFIRE-BOX MKII as an instrument that we, as guitar players,
wanted for ourselves. This meant it had to sound/feel authentic and amazing while
being easy-to-use, portable and road-rugged.
AMPLIFIRE-BOX MKII is equally capable of being a replacement for a physical
amplifier or part of a larger pedal board rig.

HERE ARE SOME HIGHLIGHTS:
• All new, state-of-the-art amp modeling based on Studio Devil’s highly acclaimed
and patented technology
• Blazing DSP powered hardware allowing for complex and detailed algorithms
• 1024-point cabinet impulses (IRs) with ability to upload 3rd-party IRs
• Effects selection including gate, compression, boost, EQ, echo and reverb
• Dedicated physical amp control knobs for intuitive tone adjustments
• Pristine studio quality audio and ultra-low noise floor
• 1⁄4” Hi-Z input with proprietary processing, separate 1⁄4” and XLR outputs
• Rugged, Programable foot switches
• Easy to use as a pedal or desktop device
• PC/Mac editor
• 3 programmable Favorite presets
• Field upgradable firmware
• Headphone output

AMPLI-FIREBOX SPECS
Dimensions
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 3/8” W x 4 5/8” D x 2 2/8” H
8.57cm W x 11.75cm D x 5.71cm H

Weight  .  .  .  .  .95lbs /.43kg
If you need service or have questions about your product please contact us:
support@atomicamps.com
Warranty: One year parts and labor
4

Enjoy!
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GAIN KNOB – Adjusts the gain control
of the preamp of the virtual guitar
amplifier model.
MASTER KNOB – Adjusts the master
volume control of the virtual guitar
amplifier model.
EFFECT KNOB – Adjusts the amount
of reverb and/or echo effect added to
the signal depending on the GLOBAL
settings assignment for this knob in the
editor application.
LEVEL KNOB – Sets the overall output
level of the device. It can control both
the XLR (AUX) and 1/4” (MAIN) outputs
depending on the GLOBAL settings
assignment for this knob in the editor
application. This knob will always control
the output level of the headphone
output.
	BASS KNOB – Adjusts the bass
equalization control of the tone stack in
the virtual guitar amplifier model.
MIDS KNOB – Adjusts the mids
equalization control of the tone stack in
the virtual guitar amplifier model.
	TREBLE KNOB – Adjusts the treble
equalization control of the tone stack in
the virtual guitar amplifier model.
	PRESENCE KNOB – Adjusts the 		
presence control of the simulated 		
power amp section of the virtual guitar 		
amplifier model.
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DC POWER JACK – 9 volt, 200mA
minimum, center negative polarity,
2.1mm coax plug.
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USB CONNECTOR – For connecting
to a host PC. Allows for editing of
presets and uploading custom user
cabinet impulse data and firmware via
host editing software.
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HEADPHONE OUTPUT – Balanced TRS
1/8” (3.5mm) output for plugging in
headphones.

FOOT SWITCHES

FOOT SWITCHES A & B – These
two foot switches are completely
programable. From the factory foot
switch A 15 turns the BOOST on/off and
foot switch B 16 turns the Echo on/off.
See the GLOBAL and FOOT SWITCHES
section of this manual for more details.

TOGGLE SWITCHES
17

18

CONNECTORS

	GUITAR INPUT – Hi-Z input for 		
connecting an electric guitar with a 		
1/4” phone jack.
10 MAIN OUTPUT – TS unbalanced 1/4”
output jack for connecting to amplifiers,
mixers, computer interfaces, or input
channels of other audio devices.
11 AUX OUTPUT – Balanced XLR output
jacks for connecting to external mixer or
professional direct recording equipment.
9
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*CAUTION-DO NOT APPLY 48V PHANTOM POWER FROM A
MIXER OR AUDIO INTERFACE. THIS WILL CAUSE NOISE AND
CAN DAMAGE THE UNIT.
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AMP – This switch allows you to
quickly select between three different
amp models. From the factory the top
position is a clean tone amp, the middle
position is a crunch tone amp and the
bottom position is a lead tone amp. You
can replace these three amps with any
of the 20 amp models available. See the
EDITOR section of this manual for more
details.
CAB – From the factory the top position
is a 4x12 with V30s, the middle position
is a 4x12 with Green Backs and the
bottom position is an Alnico 1x12 . You
can replace these three CABIRs with any
3rd party CAB IR file from your personal
library . See the EDITOR section of this
manual for more details.
FAV – This switch allows you to select
between your three favorite presets.
From the factory the top position is a
clean preset, the middle position is a
crunch preset and the bottom position
is a lead tone preset. You can replace
these three presets by creating your own
presets or importing other presets. See
the EDITOR section of this manual for
more details.

EFFECTS AND SIGNAL CHAIN

AMPLIFIRE-BOX MK II offers studio-quality effects developed by Studio Devil. They
are arranged into the following signal chain categories (Editor designation is noted in
parentheses):
• NOISE GATE (GTE)
• COMPRESSOR (CMP)
• EQUALIZER (EQ)
• BOOST (BST)
• ECHO (ECO)
• REVERB (RVB)
The order of these effects cannot be changed. The noise gate, compressor and boost
effects come before the amp block and the echo and reverb effects comes after the
amp block. However, the EQ function has one EQ dedicated before the amp block and
three other EQs that can be assigned either pre or post amp block.

DESCRIPTIONS

• T
 he GATE effect provides a programmable NOISE SUPPRESSOR, EXPANDER,
and GATE. NOISE GATE enable is programmed per preset, so that you can shut it
off for particular presets, and leave it on for others. These options can be set in
the GATE effect block.
• T
 he COMP effect models a compressor module for controlling the dynamics of
your guitar input. The COMPRESSOR options can be set in the COMPRESSOR
effect block.
• T
 he BOOST effect models classic stomp box distortion effects. It is placed
toward the beginning of the signal chain to drive the front end of the amp model
and tighten the tone. However it also has a POST LEVEL control providing a post
Amp block volume boost.
• T
 he EQ block is made up of one dedicated Pre EQ and three (3) other EQ effect
modules, each of which can be placed PRE or POST the amp block.
• T
 he ECHO effect models five different echo types for adding echo repeats to
your guitar tone. Two digital echoes, two tape echoes and one analog echo.
• T
 he RVB effect models seven different reverb types for adding ambience to your
guitar tone. Three sizes of hall reverb, two different spring reverbs, a plate reverb
and a cavern reverb.
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CABINET MODELING

The CABINET section is where AMPLIFIRE-BOX MK II applies Impulse Response (IR)
modeling technology and filtering to simulate the sound of real-life speakers and
guitar cabinets as recorded by specific microphones. You can upload any.wav IR file to
your AMPLIFIRE-BOX MK II presets via the editor application.
• T
 he CABINET modeler lets you tweak the cab models with filters specially
designed for adjusting microphone and loudspeaker cabinet tones.
• T
 he CABINET modeler can be enabled or disabled on both the 1/4” and XLR
outputs independently allowing you to use full range systems AND other real
guitar cabinets simultaneously.
NOTE: One of our unique features is that IRs are embedded in user presets so that the preset is completely
portable. Any imported or exported presets carry the IR data with them so you get the exact tone you need.
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EFFECT BLOCK PARAMETERS
GATE / EXPANDER

GTE: Simply double click the GTE button to turn the gate on/off. Greyed out is off,
while blue is on.
THRESHOLD (dB): The THRESHOLD of the GATE determines is the minimum
level of the input signal that will open the GATE. Signals below the THRESHOLD
are reduced in gain by an amount equal to the RATIO (see below). Set to higher
values for a more aggressive gating effect.
RATIO: Determines how much gain reduction is applied to signals that are below
the THRESHOLD. For example, a RATIO of 2:1 means that signals below the
THRESHOLD will be reduced by 50%. The GATE is a true dynamic range expander.
Set to higher values for a more aggressive gating effect.
ATTACK (milliseconds): Adjusts the attack time of the noise GATE. This controls
how much time it takes for the GATE to open once the input signal has risen
above the THRESHOLD.
RELEASE (milliseconds): Adjusts the release time of the noise GATE. This
controls how much time it takes for the GATE to close after the input signal has
fallen below the THRESHOLD. Set to lower values to allow the GATE to operate
quickly. Be sure not to set it too low or you could negatively affect the sustain
and decay of your guitar.

COMPRESSOR

CMP: Simply double click the CMP button to turn the compressor on/off. Greyed
out is off, while blue is on.
MODE (STUDIO/PEDAL): Determines the model of the compressor effect. In
STUDIO mode, the compressor has a lower ratio and soft knee, much like a rackstyle compressor. In PEDAL mode, the compressor acts more like a higher ratio,
feedback-style sustainer/compressor pedal.
AMOUNT (dB): The AMOUNT determines the level of compression applied to the
signal. Turn the knob to the right to add more compression.
LEVEL (dB): Adjusts the output level of the COMPRESSOR block. Higher values
of compression can result in decreased overall volume. The level can be adjusted
higher to compensate for this.
ATTACK (milliseconds): Adjusts the ATTACK time of the COMPRESSOR. This
determines how quickly the gain reduction is applied to the signal after it passes
above the THRESHOLD.
RELEASE (milliseconds): Adjusts the RELASE time of the COMPRESSOR. This
determines how quickly the gain reduction stops being applied after the input
signal crosses below the THRESHOLD.
DETECT (PEAK/RMS): Determines the type of detector being used to DETECT
the input level of the signal . In PEAK mode, the detector responds according to
the peak input signal level . In RMS mode, the detector is taking a “root-meansquare” running average of the input signal . This means it will not respond quite
as quickly to abrupt changes in signal amplitude.

BOOST

BST: Simply double click the BST button to turn the boost on/off. Greyed out is off,
while yellow is on.
10

EFFECT BLOCK PARAMETERS - BOOST

CONTINUED...

MODE: Select from the following BOOST modes:

OVERDRIVE: Models a classic overdrive pedal similar to the Boss SD-1.
SCREAMER: Models a classic overdrive pedal similar to the Ibanez TS-808.
DISTORTION: Models a typical distortion pedal similar to a Boss DS-1.
FUZZ: Models a fuzz-type distortion pedal similar to a Fuzz-Face.
CLEAN BOOST: Models a traditional clean boost drive pedal.
DRIVE (0-100%): Adjusts the drive of the boost effect from 0% to 100%.
TONE (0-100%): Adjusts the variable tone of the boost effect from 0% to 100%. Set
low for darker tones and higher for brighter tones.
LEVEL (dB): Adjusts the output level of the boost effect that drives the Amp Model.
POST LEVEL (dB): This boost level comes between the amp block and the post
EQ block in the signal flow. This allows you to boost the output volume when the
BOOST is activated.

AMP

MODEL: There is a window that displays the currently selected amp model. Click on
this window and a list of available amps will be displayed. Click on one to load it.
AMP: Simply double click the AMP button to turn the amp on/off. Greyed out is off,
while red is on.
GAIN: Sets the gain control knob of the amplifier from 0.0 (minimum) to 10.0
(maximum).
BASS: Sets the bass control knob of the amplifier tone stack from 0.0 (minimum) to
10.0 (maximum).
MIDS: Sets the mids control knob of the amplifier tone stack from 0.0 (minimum) to
10.0 (maximum).
TREBLE: Sets the treble control knob of the amplifier tone stack from 0.0
(minimum) to 10.0 (maximum).
PRESENCE: Sets the presence control knob of the power amplifier from 0.0
(minimum) to 10.0 (maximum).
MASTER: Sets the master volume control knob of the power amplifier from 0.0
(minimum) to 10.0 (maximum).
LEVEL (dB): Adjusts the final output level of the amp model. This control helps to
match the level of your preset with other presets.
DAMPING: Adjusts the damping factor of the power amp model from 0% to 100%.
Lowering the damping results in more bass and more presence. Turning this
value lower will also increase the output level. Turn up the LEVEL parameter to
compensate.
RESONANCE: Sets the resonance control of the power amplifier from 0.0
(minimum) to 10.0 (maximum). Turning this control up increases the amount of low
end bass frequencies in the guitar signal.
11

AMPS

At the heart of AMPLIFIRE-BOX MK II is Studio Devil’s patented, world-class amp
modeling, with amps that cover nearly all the sonic territory from Jazz to Djent.
They are:
US Clean: Based on the two-speaker combo that set the standard for clean, loud
guitar amps spanning a wide variety of styles.
D Luxe: Based on a medium-powered, American, single 12” workhorse classic
known for its snappy and crystalline tones and coveted by country, blues and rock
players.
D Luxe 2: Based on the same amp as D Luxe but featuring a more accurate
cathode-biased amp modeling engine for better dynamics, tone, and feel.
‘59 B Man: This legend started as a bass amp and is known for its diverse tones
and touch-sensitive dynamics.
Top Boost: Based on a British classic, this “Class A” 2x12 is known best for its
chime, jangle and its beautiful, unique voicing whether played clean, dirty or in
between.
Top Boost 2: Based on the same amp as Top Boost but featuring a more accurate
cathode-biased amp modeling engine for better dynamics, tone, and feel.
Plexi: Based on THE British amp that defined rock as we know it.
Brit 800: Based on the early 80s British 100w head that helped defined metal.
Hot Brit: An Atomic original model, this amp is inspired by the great British rock
amps but has a tighter low end and more gain on tap.
Recto: Based on the amp that defined much of 90s’ rock/metal. This model has
tons of gain and compression on tap. It sounds great with scooped mids and has a
powerful bottom end.
5051: Based on the original signature amp of one of the most influential guitarists
of all time, it has become a Metal standard.
Kornfield: Based on a very popular boutique model, this amp puts its own
aggressive but responsive and nuanced spin on the Brit sound. It also cleans up
well when you turn your guitar volume knob down.
SLO: Based on an American-made, high-gain head versatile enough to play blues,
rock or roaring metal. It features a signature clipping preamp that creates cutting
tones.
Freeman BE/HBE: These are based on the channels of a ridiculously popular
boutique “Hot Rodded” Marshall variant that has taken the guitar world by storm.
Rumble/Rumble Bright: Based on an uber-expensive boutique amp known for
note “bloom” and cherished by jazz/blues/fusion players, these “Steely” channels
let you get your “D”-style thing on.
Marc IV Lead/EQ: This distinct, California-made monster is known for aggressive
tone and powerful EQ sliders to shape the tone to perfection. We give it to you both
ways with that seminal EQ “smile” curve enabled and without.
Arkhan: Based on an American amp made by a revered guitar builder, the Arkhan’s
lead channel was designed with five gain stages before the master volume,
delivering full, lush distortion.
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AMPS

CONTINUED...
SV Tee: This is a bass amp model based on the legendary 300 watt tube bass amp
monster that changed the world in 1969!
“Power” Amp Models: We provide authentic-sounding power amp sims for tube
types; EL34, 6L6 , KT88 and EL84 for use with your favorite preamp pedals. Each
has a particular sonic character, so experiment and find out which one works best
for you. On Power Amp models, only the Master and Presence knobs are active.
The Level knob still controls the overall output.

EQUALIZER

EQ: Simply double click the EQ button to turn the EQ on/off. Greyed out is off, while
red is on.
NOTE: The Pre-Tone EQ, EQ1, EQ2 and EQ3 each have individual on/off controls. So even with the EQ effect block
button ON, these four EQs will not work unless they are each turned on individually. Also, if the LEVEL parameter
is set to 0dB, no cutting or boosting of frequencies will occur. The Pre-Tone EQ must be ON to use the ROLLOFF
filter. Leave the LEVEL parameter value at 0dB or set the EQ Type for the Pre-Tone EQ to NONE if you only want
to use the ROLLOFF filter.

TYPE: There is a window that displays the currently selected EQ type. Click on this
window and a list of available EQ types will be displayed. Click on one to load it.
NONE: Disables the filter even when it is ACTIVE.
GAIN ONLY: Applies only gain (across all frequencies). In this mode, only the LEVEL
parameter is active. You can cut or boost the gain. If you use the EQ before (PRE)
the amp model block, you can lower the gain to clean it up or boost the gain to drive
the amp model like a clean boost pedal.
LOWPASS 1: Applies a first-order low pass filter which passes bass (lows) and
rolls off treble (highs). This filter begins to roll off (cut) high frequencies above the
value set in the FREQUENCY parameter. It passes all low frequencies below the
FREQUENCY parameter at the level set with the LEVEL parameter. This filter is not
affected by the Q control.
HIGHPASS 1: Applies a first-order high pass filter which passes treble (highs) and
rolls off bass (lows). This filter begins to roll off (cut) low frequencies below the
value set in the FREQUENCY parameter. It passes all high frequencies above the
FREQUENCY parameter at the level set with the LEVEL parameter. This filter is not
affected by the Q control.
LOW SHELF 1: Applies a first-order low shelf filter which changes the level of the
bass (lows) and leaves treble (highs) unaffected. This filter boosts (or cuts) low
frequencies below the value set in the FREQUENCY parameter by the amount
set with the LEVEL parameter. It leaves high frequencies above the FREQUENCY
parameter unaffected. This filter is not affected by the Q control.
HIGH SHELF 1: Applies a first-order high shelf filter which changes the level of the
treble (highs) and leaves bass (lows) unaffected. This filter boosts (or cuts) high
frequencies above the value set in the FREQUENCY parameter by the amount
set with the LEVEL parameter. It leaves low frequencies below the FREQUENCY
parameter unaffected. This filter is not affected by the Q control.
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EQUALIZER

CONTINUED...
LOWPASS 2: Applies a second-order low pass filter which passes bass (lows) and
rolls off treble (highs). This filter begins to roll off (cut) high frequencies above the
value set in the FREQUENCY parameter. It passes all low frequencies below the
FREQUENCY parameter at the level set with the LEVEL parameter. This mode is
similar to LOWPASS 1, but has a faster roll off and it is affected by the Q control.
The Q control affects peaking before rolloff. Increase the Q to increase the peak
that occurs just before rolloff. Reduce the Q to flatten the peak for a smoother
rolloff.
HIGHPASS 2: Applies a second-order high pass filter which passes treble (highs)
and rolls off bass (lows). This filter begins to roll off (cut) low frequencies below the
value set in the FREQUENCY parameter. It passes all high frequencies above the
FREQUENCY parameter at the level set with the LEVEL parameter. This mode is
similar to HIGHPASS 1, but has a faster roll off and it is affected by the Q control.
The Q control affects peaking before rolloff. Increase the Q to increase the peak
that occurs just before rolloff. Reduce the Q to flatten the peak for a smoother
rolloff.
LOW SHELF 2: Applies a second-order low shelf filter which changes the level
of the bass (lows) and leaves treble (highs) unaffected. This filter boosts (or cuts)
low frequencies below the value set in the FREQUENCY parameter by the amount
set with the LEVEL parameter. It leaves high frequencies above the FREQUENCY
parameter unaffected. This mode is similar to LOW SHELF 1, but has a sharper
transition from lows to highs and it is affected by the Q control. The Q control
smoother transition affects peaking just around the transition between lows and
highs. Increase the Q to increase the peak that occurs at the transition. Reduce the
Q to flatten the peaks for a smoother transition.
HIGH SHELF 2: Applies a second-order high shelf filter which changes the levelof
the treble (highs) and leaves bass (lows) unaffected. This filter boosts (or cuts) high
frequencies above the value set in the FREQUENCY parameter by the amount
set with the LEVEL parameter. It leaves low frequencies below the FREQUENCY
parameter unaffected. This mode is similar to HIGH SHELF 1, but has a sharper
transition from highs to lows and it is affected by the Q control. The Q control
affects peaking just around the transition between highs and lows. Increase the Q
to increase the peak that occurs at the transition. Reduce the Q to flatten the peaks
for a smoother transition.
BANDPASS: Applies a bandpass filter which allows only frequencies in a narrow
band to pass and cuts all other frequencies outside this band. The center frequency
of the band is determined by the FREQUENCY parameter and its level is controlled
by the LEVEL parameter. The width of the band (amount of frequencies near the
center frequency) is determined by the Q control. Increase the Q control for a
NARROWER band, decrease the Q control for a WIDER band.
NOTCH: Applies a notch filter which cuts frequencies within a narrow band and
lets all other frequencies outside this band pass at the level set by the LEVEL
parameter. The center frequency of the band is determined by the FREQUENCY.
The width of the band (amount of frequencies near the center frequency) is
determined by the Q control. Increase the Q control for a NARROWER band,
decrease the Q control for a WIDER band.
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EQUALIZER

CONTINUED...
PEAKING: Applies a peaking filter which boosts or cuts the level of frequencies
within a narrow band and leaves all other frequencies outside this band unaffected.
The level of the peak is set by the LEVEL parameter. The center frequency of the
peak is determined by the FREQUENCY parameter. The width of the peak (amount
of frequencies near the center frequency) is determined by the Q control Increase
the Q control for a NARROWER peak, decrease the Q control for a WIDER peak. This
type of EQ is also known as a parametric EQ.
LEVEL: Adjusts the output LEVEL (in dB) of the filter, typically the level of the pass
band of frequencies for the filter (see filter types above for more detail).
FREQUENCY: Adjusts the corner frequency of the filter This can be either the cutoff,
transition, or center frequency depending on the type of filter (see filter types
above for more detail).
Q: Adjusts the Q of the filter which controls the amount of peaking. This parameter
has no effect on GAIN ONLY and first order filters (which do not have a Q control).
Increase the Q for sharper peaks / narrower bands. Decrease the Q for smoother
transitions / wider bands.
ROLL-OFF: This parameter is in the Pre-Tone EQ section, but is not associated with
the other Pre-Tone EQ parameters. It adjusts the roll off frequency of a special
low-cut filter, designed to allow customizing of your tone by feeding less lows into
the front end input of the guitar amp model. This parameter can be used to “mod”
the amp models for a tighter and punchier tone. This is especially useful with amp
models like the Recto. Settings between 125Hz and 250Hz are recommended.

ECHO

ECO: Simply double click the ECO button to turn the Echo on/off. Greyed out is off,
while purple is on. The echo effect can either be saved on/off per preset OR assigned
to be turned on/off with foot switches A or B. If the echo is assigned to be activated
with a foot switch, any preset recalled with the echo saved as ON, will be recalled and
the assigned foot switch LED will light. Press the foot switch to turn the echo off.
TYPE: Select from the following ECHO modes / styles:
DIGITAL: Models a digital delay pedal with a full range echo repeat.
ANALOG: Models an analog-delay type pedal with a very warm echo repeat.
TAPE ECHO: Models a delay pedal based on audio tape, having echo repeats with a
mid-range peak.
DARK TAPE: Models a delay pedal similar to the TAPE ECHO mode but with a
darker rolloff on the echo repeats.
SOFT DIGITAL: Models a delay pedal similar to the DIGITAL mode but with a gentle
rolloff of the highs on the echo repeats.
DELAY (milliseconds): Sets the time interval between echo repeats. The maximum
delay time of each delay is 1365 milliseconds.
FEEDBACK (0-100%): Controls the amount of delayed output that is fed back into
the input of the echo. Higher feedback settings result more repeats of the ECHO.
Set to 100% for infinite repeats.
15

ECHO

CONTINUED...
LEVEL (db): Controls the level in dB of the ECHO effect mixed with the dry signal.
Adjust clockwise to increase the level of the signal.
TAP MODE: Sets the length of the echo to a particular note duration (quarter note,
double time, triplets, sixteenths and dotted eighth).
TAILS (on/off): Activates TAILS (repeat tails). Choose ON to have your echo repeats
continue to ring out and decay after the ECHO effect is turned off. This allows you
to hear a smooth transition from ACTIVE to BYPASSED. Choose OFF to force the
echo effect and its repeat echoes to both mute immediately after turning the ECHO
effect to BYPASSED.
SPILLOVER (on/off): Controls if the echo effect continues to decay after changing
presets (spilling over into the next preset). This parameter is per preset and controls
if the delay spills over when ENTERING (switching to) that preset. Setting this
parameter to ON means that any remaining echo from the previous preset will
continue to spillover when you switch to THIS preset. Setting this parameter to OFF
means that when entering THIS preset, any remaining echoes will be reset If the
ECHO effect is set differently in the switched preset from the previous preset. The
echoes will change to the sound indicated by the new preset. If you want the echo
speed and character to sound identical between two (or more) presets, make sure
to set the ECHO parameters the same in all of them.
EFFECT (Hardware knob): Can control the level of the reverb and/or echo
effect. (The function of this knob is assigned with the GLOBAL FX LEVEL SELECT
parameter.) Adjust to blend the right amount of reverb and/or echo with your dry
(unaffected) signal).

REVERB

REV: Simply double click the RVB button to turn the reverb on/off. Greyed out is off,
while green is on.
TYPE: Select from the following REVERB modes / styles:
SMALL: simulates the reverb of a small room.
MEDIUM: simulates the reverb of a medium-sized club or small hall.
LARGE: simulates the reverb of a large sized venue or large concert hall.
SPRING: simulates the reverb of a spring reverb tank.
SPRING2: simulates the reverb of a classic “D’Luxe”-type amp.
PLATE: Simulates the reverb of a steel plate reverberation system.
CAVERN: Simulates the reverb of a large sized cave.
EFFECT (Hardware knob): Can control the level of the reverb and/or echo effect. (The
function of this knob is assigned with the GLOBAL FX LEVEL SELECT parameter.)
Adjust to blend the right amount of reverb and/or echo with your dry (unaffected)
signal).
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REVERB

CONTINUED...
DRY LEVEL (dB): Allows you to change the dry (unaffected) signal level when the
REVERB effect is enabled. Usually, the dry signal is mixed equally (0dB) with the
REVERB effect. In cases where you want the dry signal much lower than the REVERB
effect (to accentuate the reverb), or want to increase the output level, you can adjust
it here.
DECAY (0-100%): Controls the decay time (size) of the reverb from 0% (minimum size)
to 100% (maximum size)
LOW-FREQUENCY DAMPING (0-100%): Controls the amount of dampening of lowfrequency (bass) in the simulated room acoustics from 0% (most amount of bass) to
100% (least amount of bass).
HIGH-FREQUENCY DAMPING (0-100%): Controls the amount of dampening of highfrequency (treble) in the simulated room acoustics from 0% (least amount of treble) to
100% (full amount of treble).
DIFFUSION (0-100%): Controls the amount of stereo diffusion of the reverb from 0%
to 100%.
PREDELAY (milliseconds): Controls the amount of PREDELAY feeding into the reverb
unit. Used to simulate very large spaces where the first echo splash from the reverb
occurs only after a predelay time. Adjust from 0 to 100 milliseconds. A setting of less
than 3ms can provide more articulation in your sound by allowing the dry guitar tone
to come through just before the reverb.

CABINET

CAB: Simply double click the CAB button to turn the cabinet model on/off. Greyed out
is off, while orange is on.
ROLLOFF (kHz): Adjusts a high frequency rolloff filter corner frequency to help tame
cabinet impulses that have too much high end. Adjust down to cut off more highs or
adjust up for less rolloff. Settings between 5kHz and 8kHz are recommended.
PEAK Q: Adjust the peaking of the rolloff filter. The peak is a bump in the frequency
response just before rolloff. A lower value of PEAK Q means less peak. Smooth (no
peak) values are between 0.5 and 1.0 and are the recommended settings. High
peaking values are between 1.0 and 5.0 and will be very bright.
BOTTOM (dB): Adjust the bottom end shelf of the cabinet model. Use this to reduce
cabinet models with too much low end woof or increase to warm up cabinets that
sound too thin.
AIR (dB): Adjust the upper top end frequencies of the cabinet model. Use to add more
sparkle and brilliance to cabinet models that sound too dull or dark.
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EDITOR

The AMPLIFIRE-BOX MK II is extremely powerful and easy to use right out of the box.
Many users may never plug it in to a computer. For those who do, this simple editor
application will give you access to many more features that you simply cannot access
from the hardware.
The editor has four different views:
EFFECT BLOCK - Click on any of the
eight effects blocks and you will see
the available parameters for that
effect block. If you see a red line to the
right of the parameters this means
you can scroll down to see more
parameters.
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GLOBAL - Click the word GLOBAL at
the bottom of the editor to see all of
the global parameters. Scroll down to
see all of the parameters.

EDITOR

CONTINUED...

FOOTSWITCHES - The two foot
switches can be assigned to turn one
or more effect blocks on/off. These
settings are made per preset here.

ABOUT - Click the word ABOUT at
the bottom of the editor to see the
current version of the editor and the
firmware.

Click the word FOOTSWITCHES at the
bottom of the editor to see all of the
available assignments.
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EDITING BASICS

When you make changes to the knobs or the parameters of the effect blocks, you are
editing the currently selected FAV (Favorite) preset. There are three of these Favorite
presets which are selected by the FAV toggle switch. As soon as you make ANY
change to the settings of the currently selected preset the SAVE button at the top of
the editor will light up. Click the SAVE button if you wish to save the changes that you
have made. If you do NOT wish to save the changes you’ve made just move the FAV
toggle switch to a different position.
This will leave the previous settings as they were and select a different preset.

EXPORTING A PRESET

The current settings of the knobs, effect blocks and foot switch effect on/off
assignments can be exported as a preset and saved to your computer at any time.
These settings do NOT have to be saved to a FAV (Favorite) position to do this. Click
the MENU icon in the upper, left of the editor and select EXPORT PRESET. You will be
presented with a pop-up window allowing you to name the preset and select where
the file will be stored on your computer. We recommend that you set up a specific
folder on your computer to store your presets so you’ll always know where to find
them.

IMPORTING A PRESET

You can import a preset in to the currently selected FAV (Favorite) preset location. Just
select one of the three toggle positions for the FAV toggle switch. Click the MENU
icon in the upper, left of the editor and select IMPORT PRESET. You will be presented
with a pop-up window allowing you to select a preset that has been stored on your
computer. Now click SAVE at the top of the editor and the imported preset will be
saved to that FAV toggle switch position. This will erase and replace the preset that
was previously stored in that FAV toggle switch position.

VIRTUAL TOGGLE SWITCHES

AMP - This toggle switch allows you to quickly select between three different amp
models. They are pre-loaded from the factory, but you can change them to any of the
26 available amp models. Click on the virtual AMP toggle switch in the editor and a
little pop-up window will be displayed showing you the three currently loaded amp
models. Move your mouse over the names of the currently loaded amp models and
a drop down list of all the available amp models will be displayed. Move your mouse
down the list and click on the amp model you wish to load in to that position. Repeat
this process to select and assign your three favorite amp models.
NOTE - When you make these changes the SAVE button at the top of the editor will light up. This is asking you if
you want to save this amp model to the current FAV preset. Keep in mind that the three amps that you assign to
the AMP toggle switch do NOT have to be the amp models used in your three FAV presets. So if you’d like to keep
your FAV preset the way it is, just move the FAV toggle switch to a different position and the SAVE button will
dim.
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EDITING BASICS

CONTINUED...

CAB - This toggle switch allows you to quickly select between three different CAB IRs.
They are pre-loaded from the factory, but you can change them to any.wav CAB IR
file you have in your personal library on your computer. Click on the virtual CAB toggle
switch in the editor and a little pop-up window will be displayed showing you the
three currently loaded CAB IR files. Move your mouse over the names of the currently
loaded CAB IR files and click on the one you want to replace. A pop-up window will be
displayed allowing you to select a CAB IR file from your computer. Repeat this process
to select and assign your three favorite CAB IRs.
NOTE-When you make these changes the SAVE button at the top of the editor will light up. This is asking you if
you want to save this CAB IR to the current FAV preset. Keep in mind that the three CAB IRs that you assign to the
CAB toggle switch do NOT have to be the CAB IRs used in your three FAV presets. So if you’d like to keep your FAV
preset the way it is, just move the FAV toggle switch to a different position and the SAVE button will dim.

FAV - This toggle switch allows you to quickly select between three of your favorite
presets. They are pre-loaded from the factory, but you can change them. Simply
select one of the three toggle positions, then create your sound by changing the
parameter values the FX blocks and the tone knobs. Once you have everything the
way you want it just click the SAVE button at the top of the editor. Your new preset is
now saved to the selected toggle position.
NOTE-You may want to export your new preset. This way if you accidentally make changes to it you can always
reload it and get your sound back.
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GLOBAL SETTINGS

Click the GLOBAL tab at the bottom of the editor to access the Global Settings. Scroll
down so you can see all of the available parameters.

MAINLVL (dB): Sets the output level of the 1/4” output jack.
XLRLVL (dB): Sets the output level of the XLR output jack.
LOCK POTS: You can set the knobs to LOCKED or UNLOCKED.
Lock mode will lock all the knobs (except the level knob, which is a global control),
and will lock the amp and cab toggle switches, so that any movement on those
controls won’t do anything to your tone settings. This is handy when you want the
pedal to stay as is even if things get knocked around in a bag or on stage.
To toggle lock mode on/off, just press AND HOLD the left foot switch for a few
seconds. When the corresponding LED flashes, you know that the lock mode was
toggled from off to on, or from on to off.
When the lock mode is enabled, the level knob still works to allow you to adjust the
overall level of the pedal. The FAV toggle also still works when the unit is locked
allowing you to load your favorite presets on the fly, but without being able to
change them. The foot switches also still function.
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GLOBAL SETTINGS

CONTINUED...
CABINET OUT: This parameter allows you to select which outputs the CAB IR is active
on. Click on the window to the right and a pop-up window will display your options:
NONE, MAIN ONLY (1/4”), AUX ONLY (XLR) or BOTH.
For live performance if you are using a power amp and a standard guitar cabinet on
stage you would use the 1/4” output WITHOUT the CAB IR. However, rather then
using a microphone on the guitar cabinet, you can send the XLR output to the FOH
mixer with the CAB IR on. In this scenario you would select AUX ONLY.
For live performance if you are using a powered FRFR cabinet on stage (like our
popular Atomic CLR) you would use the 1/4” output with the CAB IR on. You would
also send the XLR output to the FOH mixer with the the CAB IR on. In this scenario
you would select BOTH.

LEVEL: This parameter determines which outputs the LEVEL knob controls. Click the
window to the right and a pop-up window will display your options: NONE, MAIN
ONLY (1/4”), AUX ONLY (XLR) or BOTH. The default setting is BOTH.
For live performance you will likely use the 1/4” output to feed a power amp and
guitar cabinet or an FRFR cabinet. You will want to use the LEVEL knob to control
your stage volume. But you do not want the XLR output signal feeding the FOH
mixer to be affected by this. In this scenario you would select MAIN ONLY.
FS A MODE and FS B MODE: Both foot switches are completely programable.
The options are the same for both foot switch A and B. The default settings are
A=EFFECT and B=EFFECT. A is assigned to turn a BOOST on/off and B is assigned
to turn the ECHO on/off. (More on this in the FOOTSWITCHES section of the
manual.)
Click on the window to the right and a pop-up window will display your options:
BYPASS, EFFECT, EFFECT+TAP, FAV 1-2, FAV 3, FAV INC and FAV DEC.
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GLOBAL SETTINGS - LEVEL

CONTINUED...
BYPASS: The foot switch will serve as a master bypass, toggling all processing on/
off just like a common guitar pedal bypass.

NOTE- AMPLIFIRE-BOX MK II is not a true bypass pedal. When the unit is bypassed your signal is still going
through the A/D and D/A converters.

EFFECT: The foot switch will toggle one or more effects on/off. Which means a
single foot switch can turn an echo and a boost on while turning a compressor
off all at once and then revert them all with the next press. (More on this in the
FOOTSWITCHES section of the manual.)
EFFECT + TAP: Same as Effect control above, except the foot switch will also allow
you to set the delay (echo) time by tapping it in. The LED will also flash at the repeat
rate to indicate the tap tempo status.
FAV 1-2: The foot switch will toggle between FAV #1 (top switch position) and
FAV #2 (middle switch position). The LED will be YELLOW when on FAV 1, and RED
when on FAV 2.
FAV 3: The foot switch will toggle between FAV 3 (bottom switch position) and
whichever favorite was on previously. A good use is if you set foot switch A to
FAV1-2 and foot switch B to FAV3. Now you have access to ALL 3 FAVORITE
presets using both foots witches just like a 3-channel guitar amp! This mode is
especially useful if you choose to use your favorite pedals for effects instead of the
built in effects. You can also put the LOCK POTS mode in to LOCK MODE which will
lock the knobs, AMP switch and CAB switch so you never accidentally change these
settings.
If you are on FAV 2 (RED LED) and press the FAV3 switch, the switch will toggle
between FAV 2 and FAV 3. If you change to FAV 1(YELLOW LED) then FAV3 will
toggle between FAV 1 and FAV 3. The LED will light RED above foot switch B when
FAV 3 is selected.
NOTE-It is not recommended to use FAV 3 mode on a foot switch if you are NOT also using FAV 1-2 mode on
the other foot switch.

FAV INC: The foot switch will cycle through your three favorite presets in this order
1-2-3 and then repeat. The LED will be YELLOW for FAV1, RED for FAV2, and
ORANGE for FAV3.
FAV DEC: The foot switch will cycle through your three favorite presets in this
order 3-2-1 and then repeat. The LED will be ORANGE for FAV3, RED for FAV2, and
YELLOW for FAV1.
FX LEVEL SELECT: This parameter determines how the hardware EFFECT knob is
assigned. Click on the window to the right and a pop-up window will display your
options: NONE, DELAY ONLY, REVERB ONLY or DELAY & REVERB. If you select NONE
the hardware EFFECT knob has no function. If you select DELAY ONLY, you must
control the Reverb level with the LEVEL parameter in the Reverb effect block. If you
select REVERB ONLY, you must control the Delay level with the LEVEL parameter
in the Echo effect block. If you select DELAY & REVERB the hardware EFFECT knob
will control the level of both. The best way to make settings for this mode would be
turn the EFFECT knob all the way up. Turn both your Echo and Reverb on. Set the
LEVEL parameter of each so you have a proper balance between the two effects and
that the effects are as loud as you would ever want them. Now using the hardware
EFFECT knob you will only want to use it to turn the Delay and Reverb levels down.
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GLOBAL SETTINGS - FX LEVEL SELECT

CONTINUED...
LOAD MODE: This parameter determines how the unit will act when it is first
powered on. Click on the window to the right and a pop-up window will display
your options: WYSIWYG, LAST, FAV SWITCH, FAV1, FAV2 or FAV3.
WYSIWYG: This stands for What You See Is What You Get. For many people, they
just want to use the unit like a standard guitar pedal. in this case, the expectation
is that the pedal will power on using the current hardware settings of the AMP
toggle switch, the CAB toggle switch and the knobs. The foot switch settings will
be whatever was last used before the unit was powered off.
LAST: When you power up the unit all settings will be exactly the same as when
you last powered down the unit. There’s a good chance that the knobs may have
moved position if you traveled with the pedal after powering it off. However, there
is any easy way to set the knobs back to where they should be! Grab any knob and
start turning it. If the LED above foot switch A lights up, that means you need to
turn the knob to the left. The LED will blink faster as you get closer to the proper
position. When you’ve set it correctly the LEDs above both foot switches will light.
Repeat the process with the next knob. If the LED above foot switch B lights up,
that means you need to turn the knob to the right. The LED will blink faster as you
get closer to the proper position. When you’ve set it correctly the LEDs above both
foot switches will light.

NOTE - The LEVEL knob setting is not stored. Just adjust the LEVEL knob to get a proper output volume.

FAV SWITCH: When you power up the unit will load the preset assigned to the
current toggle position of the FAV toggle switch. This will include your foot switch
settings. There’s a good chance that the knobs may have moved position if you
traveled with the pedal after powering it off. However, there is any easy way to set
the knobs back to where they should be! Grab any knob and start turning it. If the
LED above foot switch A lights up, that means you need to turn the knob to the left.
The LED will blink faster as you get closer to the proper position. When you’ve set it
correctly the LEDs above both foot switches will light. Repeat the process with the
next knob. If the LED above foot switch B lights up, that means you need to turn the
knob to the right. The LED will blink faster as you get closer to the proper position.
When you’ve set it correctly the LEDs above both foot switches will light.
NOTE- The LEVEL knob setting is not stored. Just adjust the LEVEL knob to get a proper output volume.

FAV 1: When you power up the unit will load the FAV 1 preset regardless of the
current toggle position of the FAV toggle switch. This will include your foot switch
settings. There’s a good chance that the knobs may have moved position if you
traveled with the pedal after powering it off. However, there is any easy way to set
the knobs back to where they should be! Grab any knob and start turning it. If the
LED above foot switch A lights up, that means you need to turn the knob to the left.
The LED will blink faster as you get closer to the proper position. When you’ve set
it correctly the LEDs above both foot switches will light. Repeat the process with
the next knob. If the LED above foot switch B lights up, that means you need to
turn the knob to the right. The LED will blink faster as you get closer to the proper
position. When you’ve set it correctly the LEDs above both foot switches will light.
NOTE- The LEVEL knob setting is not stored. Just adjust the LEVEL knob to get a proper output volume.
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GLOBAL SETTINGS - FAV SWITCH

CONTINUED...
FAV 2: When you power up the unit will load the FAV 2 preset regardless of the
current toggle position of the FAV toggle switch. This will include your foot switch
settings. There’s a good chance that the knobs may have moved position if you
traveled with the pedal after powering it off. However, there is any easy way to set
the knobs back to where they should be! Grab any knob and start turning it. If the
LED above foot switch A lights up, that means you need to turn the knob to the left.
The LED will blink faster as you get closer to the proper position. When you’ve set
it correctly the LEDs above both foot switches will light. Repeat the process with
the next knob. If the LED above foot switch B lights up, that means you need to
turn the knob to the right. The LED will blink faster as you get closer to the proper
position. When you’ve set it correctly the LEDs above both foot switches will light.

NOTE- The LEVEL knob setting is not stored. Just adjust the LEVEL knob to get a proper output volume.

FAV 3: When you power up the unit will load the FAV 3 preset regardless of the
current toggle position of the FAV toggle switch. This will include your foot switch
settings. There’s a good chance that the knobs may have moved position if you
traveled with the pedal after powering it off. However, there is any easy way to set
the knobs back to where they should be! Grab any knob and start turning it. If the
LED above foot switch A lights up, that means you need to turn the knob to the left.
The LED will blink faster as you get closer to the proper position. When you’ve set
it correctly the LEDs above both foot switches will light. Repeat the process with
the next knob. If the LED above foot switch B lights up, that means you need to
turn the knob to the right. The LED will blink faster as you get closer to the proper
position. When you’ve set it correctly the LEDs above both foot switches will light.
NOTE- The LEVEL knob setting is not stored. Just adjust the LEVEL knob to get a proper output volume.
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GLOBAL SETTINGS CONTINUED...

FOOTSWITCHES - Click the FOOTSWITCHES tab at the bottom of the editor and the
FOOTSWITCH ASSIGNMENTS page will be displayed.
For these assignments to work the GLOBAL setting for FS A MODE and FS B MODE
must be set to EFFECT. If you select EFFECT+TAP for FS B MODE you will also be
able to tap the tempo of the echo with the right foot switch. The LED above the B
foot switch will blink in time with your tapped tempo.
Under each effect block there is a button for A and a button for B. Clicking on these
are how you assign effect blocks to be turned on/off with the foot switches. The
A foot switch is on the left of the pedal and the B foot switch is on the right of the
pedal.
As seen at the bottom of the FOOTSWITCH ASSIGN page; greyed out means it is
not assigned. Solid orange means that effect block will be turned ON when the
foot switch is pressed. An orange outline means the effect block will be turned OFF
when the foot switch is pressed.
For this example click on any A or B button that is orange or outlined in orange until
all the A and B buttons are greyed out. This means that none of the effect blocks
are assigned to foot switches.
Next, double click on the effect blocks so that the CMP is ON, the BST if OFF, the
AMP is ON, the EQ is ON, the ECO is OFF, the REV is ON and the CAB is ON. Your
screen should look like the image below:
Click on A under CMP so it is outlined
in orange.
Click on A under BST so it is solid
orange.
Click on B under ECO so it is solid
orange.
Click on B under REV so it is outlined
in orange.
Now press the A foot switch and you
will see that the CMP is turned OFF
and the BST is turned ON.
Now press the B foot switch and you
will see that the REV is turned OFF
and the ECO is turned ON.
Your screen should look like the
image below:
If you press the lighted SAVE button
at the top of the EDITOR these foot
switch assignments will be saved to
the currently selected FAV preset.
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GLOBAL SETTINGS - FOOTSWITCHES

CONTINUED...
These assignments can be different for all three FAV presets if you wish to
set them up that way. Or you can keep things simple and set the foot switch
assignments the same for all of your presets if you’d rather work that way.
From the factory all three FAV presets have BOOST assigned to foot switch A and
ECHO assigned to foot switch B. Each preset uses a different boost type and a
different echo type.

CLIPPING

AMPLIFIRE-BOX MK II features a digital clip warning system to alert you whenever
your output signal is driven above the maximum digital levels. If your signal clips one
of the two (2) sets of outputs (1/4” or XLR), AMPLIFIRE-BOX MK II will display a CLIP
WARNING by turning the foot switch A LED orange for 2 seconds.
The CLIP WARNING will remain displayed for as long as digital clips continue to occur.
The CLIP WARNING will automatically disappear after two seconds of no digital
clipping.
To help control digital clips, you can do one of the following:
Reduce the LEVEL knob to lower levels.
Reduce the Amp block LEVEL parameter within your preset which may be causing
excessive output.
Adjust the EQ settings of your preset to lower excessive bass or treble frequencies.
Set the individual 1/4” or XLR global settings to help reduce the output level of each
output.

PRESETS

The AMPLIFIRE-BOX MK II can NOT load any preset created by other Atomic
AmpliFire products. Only presets created on the AMPLIFIRE-BOX MK II can be loaded
in to the unit.
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FIRMWARE UPDATES

From time to time the firmware will be updated to fix bugs or add features. To update
your AMPLIFIRE-BOX MK II:
1.  On the Atomic Amps website, click on the Support & Downloads tab at the top
of the screen. Then click on the AMPLIFIRE-BOX MK II tools.
2.  Here you will find the latest editor software for Mac OS and Windows. (Minimum
requirements: Mac OS 10.9 and above & Windows 7 and above.)
3.  Click on either the Mac or Windows icon and the editor will download to your
downloads folder.
4.  Power on your AMPLIFIRE-BOX MK II and connect it to your computer via USB.
5.  Launch the downloaded editor software application.
6.  The editor will show a message: Firmware Update Required-Select “Update
Firmware” from the file menu. Follow those instructions. NOTE-DO NOT TOUCH
ANY OF THE KNOBS OR BUTTONS ON THE AMPLIFIRE-BOX MK II WHILE THE
UPDATE IS LOADING!
7.  When the update is complete the editor will show another message: Update
Complete-Please disconnect/reconnect power supply. Follow those instructions.
8.  Your update is now complete! Close the editor application and then re-open
the editor application to start using it. Click the ABOUT tab at the bottom of the
editor to confirm the Editor and Firmware versions are correct.
The Support & Downloads page for the AMPLIFIRE-BOX MK II also contains a new
System Restore file, should you ever need to restore the AMPLIFIRE-BOX MK II to
it’s factory settings. To do this, click on the System Restore icon on the webpage to
download the file. In the editor go to FILE-RESTORE and select the file
you downloaded.
NOTE-DO NOT TOUCH ANY OF THE KNOBS OR BUTTONS ON THE AMPLIFIRE-BOX MK II WHILE THE UPDATE IS
RESTORING!
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